Because of their strong excitonic photoluminescence (PL) [1] [2][3][4] and electroluminescence (EL) [5][6][7][8][9] , together with an excellent electronic tunability [10] , transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) semiconductors are promising candidates for novel optoelectronic devices. In recent years, several concepts for light emission from two-dimensional (2D) materials have been demonstrated. Most of these concepts are based on the recombination of electrons and holes in a pn-junction, either along the lateral direction using split-gate geometries in combination with monolayer TMDs [5][6][7] , or by precisely stacking different 2D semiconductors on top of each other, in order to fabricate vertical van der Waals heterostructures, working as lightemitting diodes (LEDs) [12, 14] . Further, EL was also observed along the channel of ionic liquid gated field-effect transistors (FETs) under ambipolar carrier injection [15, 16] . Another mechanism, which has been studied extensively in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [17] [18] [19] [20] and more recently also in graphene [21, 22] , is thermal light emission as a result of Joule heating. Although the resulting efficiencies are smaller than that of LEDs based on ambipolar electron-hole injection, these experiments provide valuable insights into microscopic processes, such as electron-phonon and phonon-phonon interactions, and the behavior of low-dimensional materials under strong bias in general.
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Thermal light emission from a nanomaterial occurs at elevated electron temperatures, which lead to thermal population of exciton states and subsequent radiative recombination.
High temperatures can be reached by minimizing heat dissipation in the vertical direction through the underlying substrate and along the lateral direction towards the contact electrodes, acting as heat sinks. Vertical heat dissipation can be greatly suppressed by using suspended materials in vacuum [17] [18] [19] 21] , while the heat flow in the lateral direction is determined by the material's thermal conductivity. Several theoretical [23] [24] [25] and experimental [26, 27] thus about two orders of magnitude smaller than that of graphene [28] (~5000 Wm -1 K -1 ) or CNTs [29] (~6600 Wm -1 K -1 ). WSe 2 , another 2D semiconductor, exhibits an even lower thermal conductivity of ~4 Wm -1 K -1 in a monolayer crystal and even less in disordered films [30] . The low lateral heat dissipation makes MoS 2 and other TMDs interesting materials for thermoelectric applications [31] [32] [33] [34] at the nanoscale. On the other hand, it may lead to strongly localized hot spots that limit the performance and reliability of electronic devices.
In this communication, we show that a MoS 2 monolayer sheet, freely suspended in vacuum over a distance of 150 nm, emits visible light as a result of Joule heating. Due to the poor transfer of heat to the contact electrodes, as well as the suppressed heat dissipation through the underlying substrate, the electron temperature can reach ~1500-1600 K. The resulting narrow-band light emission from thermally populated exciton states is spatially located to an only ∼50 nm wide region in the center of the device. We employ a backgated nchannel field-effect transistor (nFET), operated in the resistive regime, i.e. with negative drain-source bias ( $% < 0), in order to avoid channel pinch-off at the drain and thus achieve high electric fields over the trench (see Supporting Information). The onset of light emission is accompanied by a negative differential conductance (NDC) regime, indicating severe selfheating and scattering of electrons by optical (OP) phonons [19, 21] .
A schematic sketch of our device is presented in Figure 1a . Figure 1b shows the corresponding optical micrograph. The MoS 2 monolayer flake is freely suspended over a predefined trench with a width of = 150 nm (see Experimental section for fabrication details). MoS 2 was chosen because it allows to drive sufficiently large currents for thermal emission; we note that the device concept can be applied to any other 2D semiconductor. The distance between the contact electrodes ( ,-.//01 = 4 µm) is chosen sufficiently large to clearly determine the spatial location of the resulting light emission and distinguish it from emission from the contacts, which was previously reported by Sundaram et al. [35] . As shown in the inset in Figure 1a , our calculation suggests that (under strong bias) a large fraction of the applied drain-source voltage $% drops at the trench, i.e. 230/4-/ $% ≈ 0.5, even though / ,-.//01 ≈ 0.04, allowing effective heating in the suspended MoS 2 . The scanning electron micrograph in Figure 1c shows the suspended monolayer MoS 2 , where neither bendings or strain, nor cracks could be observed. A MoS 2 thickness of one layer was confirmed by Raman measurements [36] , performed before the flake transfer ( Figure 1f ). The Si substrate is used as a backgate with a %89 = 100 nm thick high-k gate dielectric (Si 3 N 4 ). Transfer-and outputcharacteristics were recorded before optical measurements under light emitting operation.
From the transfer-characteristic, shown in Figure 1d , a field-effect mobility of ≈ 17.5 cm 2 V -1 s -1 at a substrate temperature of < = 80 K is extracted using = ( / )×(1/ %89 )×( / DE ) . Here, = $% / $% is the electrical conductance, and are the MoS 2 channel length and width, respectively, and %89 = %89 < / %89 is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area. We use an effective channel length in our calculations, given by = ,-.//01 + ( %89 − 1), including carrier density modulation described by the parallel capacitor model, and %89 = 7 ( ,-.//01 = 4 µm and = 4.5 µm). Short-channel effects are neglected, because of the short screening length [37, 38] = %89 KL%M KL%M / %89 ≈ 6 nm ( KL%M ≈ 6.5 Å and KL%M ≈ 4 denote the thickness and dielectric constant [39] of monolayer MoS 2 , respectively), and thus ≪ . The extracted mobility is in agreement with previous studies on similar devices. At low $% , self-heating effects can be neglected, hence 01 = < with 01 being the electron temperature.
If the nFET is operated in its on-state ( DE > Q , with Q denoting the transistor threshold voltage), light emission sets in above $% ≲ −15 V and rapidly increases with more negative $% . Optical micrographs reveal that the origin of light emission is located at the suspended region of the flake (Figure 2a) , where heat dissipation through the underlying substrate is eliminated. Further evidence is given by considering the temperature profiles shown in Figure 4a , which we obtained by device simulations. Figure 2b shows the emitted light intensity (upper plot) and corresponding current $% (lower plot) versus applied bias voltage $% . At large $% , the device enters the NDC regime, which is a clear indication of self-heating and electron scattering by OP phonons or charge transport through more than one conduction band valley due to band effects under high biasing. A strong temperature dependence of the mobility in monolayer MoS 2 due to OP scattering was theoretically predicted [40] and experimentally [41] observed to occur at temperatures above ~200 K. The influence of self-heating upon device operation was also investigated previously by high-field transport measurements on MoS 2 transistors [42] .
Such heating is caused by Joule power dissipation, ≈ 230/4-× $% , where hot electrons emit OP phonons, which then decay through anharmonic coupling into acoustic (AC) modes that carry the heat away from the trench [19] [20] [21] . The OP phonons give rise to strong scattering of electrons [40] . We point out that, whereas typically 01 ≈ TU , AC and OP phonon modes do not necessarily have to be in equilibrium. In graphene and CNTs, for example, TU > V, , caused by a bottleneck in the decay of OP phonons into lower energy AC phonons. This imbalance can be described by the non-equilibrium phonon coefficient [19] [20] [21] > 0 (graphene: ~0.4; CNTs: ~2.4) with TU = V, + ( V, -< ), where TU and V, are the OP and AC phonon temperatures, respectively. Unlike in graphene [43] and CNTs, phonon anharmonicity is much stronger [44] in MoS 2 , which results in a smaller thermal conductivity [45] and more efficient energy exchange between the phonon branches. Moreover, electron-phonon coupling to AC and OP phonons does not vary by two orders of magnitude [40] in MoS 2 . Therefore, a similar population of both AC and OP phonon branches is expected under current flow conditions, i.e. TU ≈ V, .
Under light emitting operation, the high electron temperature 01 leads to an appreciable thermal population of exciton states and visible light emission due to radiative electron-hole pair recombination. We note that, in principle, thermal light emission can also occur in bulk or few-layer TMDs with an indirect bandgap [46] , provided that the direct gap is thermally populated. However, due to lower power density in the channel, higher currents are then required to achieve same 01 as in monolayers, rendering such devices less efficient. V, plotted on a logarithmic scale, where the well pronounced peak around ~1.7 eV corresponds to the A-exciton. The second (weaker) peak at higher energy, referred to as Bexciton, arises from the spin-orbit splitting of the valence band and corresponds to the transition from the lower spin level of the valence band. While the spin degeneracy results in a splitting of ~160 meV at low temperature [47] , this value is assumed to increase with temperature since the redshift of the B-exciton with temperature is reported to be less pronounced than the A-exciton energy shift [48] . Compared to the PL spectra, shown in Figure   1e , the thermal emission spectra are considerably broader and shifted in energy.
In order to extract the bias-dependent electron temperatures 01 , we fit the spectra (dashed lines in Figure 2c ) by Planck's law
modified by a frequency dependent emissivity ( ). Here, ℎ is Planck's constant, the speed of light, and = /ℎ the frequency. The emissivity of a material equals its absorptivity, which we model by two Gaussians for the A and B-excitons in MoS 2 , respectively, as For the observed redshift, several mechanisms could, in principle, be responsible. The gate bias increases the doping level in the MoS 2 sheet, which might screen the Coulomb interaction and lead to both a renormalization of the bandgap and a modification of the exciton binding energy [49, 50] . Gating might also strain the material over the trench, resulting in a bandgap change. However, as depicted in the inset in Figure 2d , we do not find any appreciable dependence on DE . Alternatively, the lateral electric field over the trench may induce a Stark-shift, but previous work suggests that the shift would be almost two orders of magnitude smaller than that observed in our experiment [51, 52] . Instead, the shift can mostly be attributed to lattice heating. When plotting the A-exciton position versus 01 (inset in Figure   2d ), we find a linear relation with a slope of -0.20 meVK -1 . In order to compare this with the PL's spectral shift at elevated temperatures we use Varshni's relation [53] and extrapolate from PL measurements taken below room temperature (Figure 1e ). Varshni's relation describes the reduction of the bandgap energy j with increasing lattice temperature given by j ( ) = < − M /( + ), with and being fitting parameters [54] . We find a redshift with -0.25 ± 0.03 meVK -1 (see Supporting Information), similar to the value extracted from the thermal emission measurements.
In order to obtain further insight into the experimental data, we performed onedimensional numerical device simulations along the transport direction. In doing so, we find the temperature distribution by solving the heat conduction equation
where is the thermal conductivity of In a first step, we adapted our model (see Experimental section and Supporting Information) in order to reproduce the measured IVs under low biasing condition (i.e. without self-heating), using the characteristics obtained from electrical measurements. We model the carrier mobility as ef = 8~z ef + TU ef including scattering by charged impurities and phonon scattering with TU ~ TU ef.€ , taken from the work by Radisavljevic et al. [41] , with |<} = 17.5 Figure 1d ). We then proceed by solving self-consistently thermal and electrical transport, where we use = •<< 300 K/ V, " with = 1 for the temperature dependent thermal conductivity, consistent with Umklapp scattering [25] .
•<< = 84 Wm -1 K -1 is taken from reference 27. Despite the large thermal gradient at the trench (up to ~10 K nm -1 ), thermoelectric effects [31, 32] do not substantially influence the electrical transport and are neglected (see Supporting Information). Our calculations allow an estimation of the maximum 01 ≈ 1600 K at DE = 18 V, which is in agreement with the value extracted from the thermal emission spectra. and holes are injected simultaneously at opposite ends of the channel, thus enabling radiative recombination. In n-type MoS 2 such EL can occur in the region close to the hole injecting contact [15] . We can therefore exclude ambipolar carrier injection as reason for light emission from our device by considering the optical micrographs shown in Figure 2a , which reveal that the origin of light emission is located at the region of the trench. Another EL mechanism is impact excitation due to coulombic electron-electron interaction [55] . This process requires large electric fields in order to accelerate carriers to energies above a threshold, enabling electronic excitation across the bandgap. Thereby, the threshold electric field is determined by the optical bandgap energy j and the electron mean free path TU with respect to OP phonon scattering [55] . The threshold electric field can be estimated to be ℰ Q,80 ≈ 1.5 j /( TU ) , where the factor of 1.5 stems from momentum conservation restrictions [56] and is the elementary charge. In monolayer MoS 2 , ℰ Q,80 can be estimated to ~200 V/µm, when a mean free path [40] of 14 nm and a bandgap [3] of 1.85 eV are assumed. We note that this value constitutes a lower bound, as TU decreases further with higher temperature. On the other hand, our calculations suggest that light emission sets in at much lower fields in the range of ~40 V/µm. Without self-heating this value decreases to ~16 V/µm, which allows us to rule out impact excitation as the underlying mechanism for electrically driven light emission.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated thermal light emission from monolayer MoS 2 at the nanoscale. The freely suspended MoS 2 sheet can reach temperatures as high as ~1500-1600 K and support electrical power densities of up to ~0.25 MWcm -2 before sudden device failure occurs. The low oxygen partial pressure in our vacuum chamber allows the MoS 2 to reach such high temperatures without oxidation. Reports on the melting point of monolayer MoS 2 are lacking, but melting of bulk material [57] was found to arise at temperatures >1923 K.
Our measurements are well described by Planck's law, even though the small size of the emission spot ( 3.{ < ℎ / < ) places it outside the thermodynamic limit regime [58] . From a practical point of view, our results are also important with regard to the miniaturization of TMD-based electronic devices. The low thermal conductivity in TMD semiconductors, together with high thermal power dissipation per unit area, gives rise to high electron and lattice temperatures, which could impact device performance and reliability. Hot carriers can be injected into forbidden regions of the device, such as the gate oxide, where they may get trapped or cause interface states to be generated. Thermal management may thus be necessary to improve the reliability of TMD-based electronics. This is especially relevant for devices on substrates with low thermal conductivity, such as plastics used in flexible electronics.
Moreover, the device concept could be applied in the mid-infrared spectral regime by replacing MoS 2 with a narrow-gap 2D semiconductor, such as e.g. ZrSe 2 . We estimate that, because of the smaller optical band gap, thermal population of exciton states will then be more than two orders of magnitude more efficient than in the visible, resulting in efficient mid-infrared narrowband emission.
Experimental Section
Device fabrication: Device fabrication began with uniform deposition of a 100 nm thick Device model: IV-curves were calculated by $% = $% / , with = 2 , + /( ), where , is the contact resistance, modeled according to our findings from 4-point measurements.
= is the electrical conductivity, with carrier mobility obtained from electrical characterization ( |<} = 17.5 cm 2 V -1 s -1 ), and carrier density , calculated by the parallelplate capacitor model using ≈ DE − Q − ,-.//01 %89 / above threshold, with channel-potential ,-.//01 and a constant bulk effect parameter = 0.59 at the supported region ( %89 = 620 µFm -2 ), taking drain induced doping effects into account [41] . Note that 230/4-= %89 / 3,%89 at the suspended flake ( 3,%89 = 7). We include scattering from charged impurities and OP phonon scattering for the temperature dependency of and an Umklapp scattering limited (see main text). We solve the heat conduction equation (2) numerically in an iterative approach until the stepwise change in ~.r is less than 0.2 K. See Supporting
Information for further details.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the authors. Figure S2 shows additional thermal emission spectra for the device presented in the main article for different biasing conditions. The corresponding IV-curves are presented in Figure   2b in the main text. In order to extract the corresponding electron temperatures, emission spectra were fitted after equation (1) from the main text. Here we model the emissivity , which equals the materials absorptivity, by two Gaussians with same amplitude for the A-and B-excitons, and use a peak value of ϵ ""• = 0.08 [1] . In the fitting procedure we vary 01 , which directly influences the emission intensity, the peak position (inset in Figure 2d in the main text) and spectral width of the A-exciton. The used emissivity spectrum for = 1600 K is shown in Figure S3 . 
3.) Varshni's relation
We use Varshni's relation [2] , given by j ( ) = < − ( M )/( + ), with and being fitting parameters, in order to extrapolate the PL's peak position at elevated temperatures from PL measurements taken below room temperature [3] ( Figure S4a ). The corresponding fit is shown in Figure S4b We obtain the temperature distribution by solving the heat conduction equation (equation (2) in the main text) numerically in an iterative approach until the stepwise change in is less than 0.2 K. Figure S7 shows measured and calculated IVs for moderate biasing, where no self-heating is expected to occur, and under light emitting operation, respectively. ~4.0×10 12 cm -2 at the source. is thus approximately constant along the channel, and U¤ ≈ 0 ( ). Further, we take the MoS 2 bulk value for the Seebeck coefficient ( = -600 µV/K) as an upper bound, as the value for highly doped monolayers is typically lower [10, 11] . Figure   S8 shows that U¤ does not substantially alter the channel potential and can be neglected. 
6.) Upper and lower bounds for
As demonstrated in the manuscript, the strong heat confinement over the trench ( 3.{ ≈ 50 nm) is enabled by the low thermal conductivity of monolayer MoS 2 and, consequently, a short thermal transfer length Q of heat to the substrate. Here, we give upper and lower limits for 
